
ALUMINUM & FIBERGLASS LUXURY SHADE STRUCTURES
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WHY BROWN JORDAN STRUCTURES
Pergolas, canopies and trellis structures have long been considered fundamental elements for adding architectural interest and 
providing cooling shade to any outdoor area. Now, the same refined design and quality found in Brown Jordan casual fu niture is 
available in outdoor architecture, with Brown Jordan Structures. 

Since 1945, Brown Jordan has designed iconic casual furnishings that defined and transfo med an industry. Recognized as a 
distinguished legacy brand, Brown Jordan is known for producing stylish, award-winning designs and has built its reputation on more 
than 70 years as the industry leader in design and innovation. 

CUSTOM STRUCTURES
Enhance the look and feel of any outdoor living space with a custom designed Brown Jordan Structure. When you want an 
extraordinary structure, something that can’t be found anywhere else, let us take your vision and turn it into reality. Whether you want 
to create a bold, one of a kind structure, have a large scale commercial project requiring multiple structures, or have a uniquely 
shaped area to cover, we have the design, engineering and maufacturing expertise to provide you with the custom solution you are 
looking for, while maintaining the refined style and individuality that defines Brown Jorda  

ALUMINUM AND FIBERGLASS
Our aluminum structures are manufactured using extruded aluminum, stainless steel hardware and finished with the Ultra Fus TM 
powder coating process, offering a contemporary accent to your design. Our pultruded fiberglass structures o fer incredible strength 
along with numerous design options and are finished using a proprieta y paint process. They offer a more traditional look as a 
complement to any outdoor landscape. Both materials offer low maintenance and blend well with many different surroundings.





BELMONT
A classic design is what makes this fiberglass shade structure a timeless addition to your outdoor living space. Meticulously c afted 
and hand finished, the Belmont adds style to your exterior environment

FEATURES
 � Long lasting, built with premium quality fiberglass components and stainless steel hardwar
 � Low maintenance, just clean occasionally to maintain a beautiful appearance
 � Selection of seven exclusive finishes to complement Brown Jordan casual fu niture

SPECIFICATIONS
 � Two pairs of 2” x 8” fiberglass beams with decorative end detai
 � 2” x 8” rafters on 16” centers add the initial layer of protection from the sun
 � 1 3/4” square stringers on 8” centers create the canopy of this beautiful design
 � Six different column options allow for personalization and custom styling to this classic structure

INSTALLATION
Brown Jordan Structures can typically be assembled by two people in a day or less, not including mounting surface preparation. 
For stability, posts must be attached to concrete footings or a concrete slab using the supplied hardware. 
Attachment to a deck is also possible with the optional universal deck mounting kit.

WARRANTY
The Belmont is covered by a lifetime residential or a 30-year commercial warranty. 
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TERRACE
A contemporary design is what makes this fiberglass shade structure stand out in your outdoor living space. Meticulously cra ted 
and hand finished, the errace adds a unique yet classical style.

FEATURES
 � Long lasting, built with premium quality fiberglass components and stainless steel hardwar
 � Low maintenance, just clean occasionally to maintain a beautiful appearance
 � Selection of seven exclusive finishes to complement Brown Jordan casual fu niture

SPECIFICATIONS
 � Two pairs of 2” x 8” fiberglass beams with classic end detai
 � 2” x 8” rafters on 16” centers add the initial layer of protection from the sun
 � 1 3/4” square stringers in groups of three create the canopy of this beautiful design
 � Six different column options allow for personalization and custom styling to this classic structure

INSTALLATION
Brown Jordan Structures can typically be assembled by two people in a day or less, not including mounting surface preparation. 
For stability, posts must be attached to concrete footings or a concrete slab using the supplied hardware. 
Attachment to a deck is also possible with the optional universal deck mounting kit.

WARRANTY
The Terrace is covered by a lifetime residential or a 30-year commercial warranty. 
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HAVANA
A modern pergola design with an integrated retractible canopy is what makes this shade structure the perfect addition to your 
outdoor living space. Lounge underneath the Havana and let yourself be captivated by your surroundings.

FEATURES
 � Long lasting, built with premium quality fiberglass components and stainless steel hardwar
 � Breathable Phifertex® Plus mesh blocks approximately 93% of the suns rays 
 � Selection of seven exclusive finishes to compliment Brown Jordan casual fu niture

SPECIFICATIONS
 � Two pairs of 2” x 8” fiberglass beams with contempora y end detail
 � Pairs of 2” x 8” rafters evenly spaced complete the frame of this unique structure
 � Aluminum rails, stainless steel cables and 60” wide panels create the canopy of this beautiful design
 � Six different column options allow for personalization and custom styling to this classic structure

INSTALLATION
Brown Jordan Structures can typically be assembled by two people in a day or less, not including mounting surface preparation. 
For stability, posts must be attached to concrete footings or a concrete slab using the supplied hardware. 
Attachment to a deck is also possible with the optional universal deck mounting kit.

WARRANTY
The Havana is covered by a lifetime residential or a 30-year commercial warranty. 
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SERENITY
A contemporary aluminum support structure paired with sleek airfoil rafters installed at an angle for optimal shade.

FEATURES
 � Long lasting, built with premium quality aluminum components and stainless steel hardware
 � Low maintenance, just clean occasionally to maintain a beautiful appearance
 � Selection of eight exclusive powder coat finishes to complemen  Brown Jordan casual furniture
 � Rafters are installed at a 60 degree angle for optimal shade  

SPECIFICATIONS
 � Sleek 2” x 8” aluminum rafters with distinctive airfoil design spaced approximately 12” on center
 � Generous 2” x 10” aluminum beams with decorative accent trim
 � Aluminum support posts add character and style with their unique “L” shape

INSTALLATION
Brown Jordan Structures can typically be assembled by two people in a day or less, not including mounting surface 
preparation. For stability, posts must be attached to concrete footings, a concrete slab or deck using the supplied 
hardware.

WARRANTY
The Serenity is covered by a ten-year residential or a five-yea  commercial warranty.
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SERENITY SOLIS
An elegantly simple aluminum support structure fitted with tensioned exclusive Sunclot ® fabric provides protection 
from the sun and adds beauty to your outdoor space.

FEATURES
 � Long lasting, built with premium quality aluminum components and stainless steel hardware
 � Low maintenance, just clean occasionally to maintain a beautiful appearance
 � Selection of eight exclusive powder coat finishes to complemen  Brown Jordan casual furniture
 � Selection of five durable Suncloth fabric

SPECIFICATIONS
 � Generous 2” x 10” aluminum beams with decorative accent trim
 � Aluminum support posts add character and style with their unique “L” shape
 � Tensioned Suncloth canopy made from 100% solution dyed acrylic fabric

INSTALLATION
Brown Jordan Structures can typically be assembled by two people in a day or less, not including mounting surface 
preparation. For stability, posts must be attached to concrete footings, a concrete slab, or deck using the supplied 
hardware.

WARRANTY
The Serenity Solis is covered by a ten-year residential or a fi e-year commercial warranty. 
Suncloth fabric is covered by a one-year warranty in both residential and commercial environments.
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 Size Price Model
12’ wide x 12’ projection $5,900 FBBJTE144-144

16’ wide x 12’ projection $7,900 FBBJTE192-144

16’ wide x 16’ projection $8,900 FBBJTE192-192

20’ wide x 12’ projection $9,900 FBBJTE240-144

20’ wide x 16’ projection $11,300 FBBJTE240-192

24’ wide x 12’ projection $11,900 FBBJTE288-144

24’ wide x 16’ projection $13,900 FBBJTE288-192

FIBERGLASS STRUCTURES - SIZES & PRICING
The Belmont and Terrace are offered in seven standard sizes to fit your outdoor lifestyle  
Custom sizing is also available, please contact Brown Jordan Structures for additional information and pricing. 
All dimensions given are the overall size of structure. Freight is included with all Brown Jordan Structures.

Size Price Model
12’ wide x 12’ projection $5,900 FBBJBE144-144

16’ wide x 12’ projection $7,900 FBBJBE192-144

16’ wide x 16’ projection $8,900 FBBJBE192-192

20’ wide x 12’ projection $9,900 FBBJBE240-144

20’ wide x 16’ projection $11,300 FBBJBE240-192

24’ wide x 12’ projection $11,900 FBBJBE288-144

24’ wide x 16’ projection $13,900 FBBJBE288-192

BELMONT TERRACE



12" x 10' HIGH
ROUND TAPERED

COLUMN

10" x 8' HIGH
ROUND TAPERED

COLUMN

10" x 8' HIGH
SQUARE COLUMN

TUSCAN STYLE TRIM

8" x 8' HIGH
SQUARE COLUMN

TUSCAN STYLE TRIM

10" x 8' HIGH
SQUARE COLUMN

W/ TRIM

8" x 8' HIGH
SQUARE COLUMN

W/ TRIM

COLUMNS & FINISHES
Fiberglass structures are offered with six different column options.
Choose from a classic Tuscan or a simple square design to accent the style of your shade structure.

Column Size - Set of 4 Price Model
12” x 10’ Round Tapered with Tuscan Trim $4,000 HWF0032XX

10” x 8’ Round Tapered with Tuscan Trim $2,800 HWF0030XX

10” x 8’ Square with Tuscan Trim $3,000 HWF0031XX

 8” x 8’ Square with Tuscan Trim $2,600 HWF0037XX

10” x 8’ Square with Classic Trim $3,000 HWF0058XX

 8” x 8’ Square with Classic Trim $2,600 HWF0059XX

Universal Deck Mounting Kit  $404 HWA0045

Columns

Fiberglass structures are finished using a proprieta y paint process to achieve a beautiful appearance with excellent durability.

CW - Classic White VL - Night Horizon RS - Moonstone GP - Flint Smoke LT - LatteTI - Titanum PG - Pompeiian Gold

Titanium, Pompeiian Gold and Latte colors are applied as a paint process and will differ slightly from the powder coated finishes with the same name



HAVANA CANOPY COLORS

The Havana canopy is your key to greater shade 
coverage. Blocking approximately 93% of the 
suns rays, this breathable Phifertex® Plus mesh is 
resistant to fading.

With 10 canopy colors to choose from your 
new shade structure will fit seamlessly into your
outdoor living design.

Size Canopies Price Model

14’ Wide x 12’ Projection Two $5,000 FBBJHA168-144

14’ Wide x 16’ Projection Two $6,500 FBBJHA168-192

20’ Wide x 12’ Projection Three $7,750 FBBJHA240-144

20’ Wide x 16’ Projection Three $9,750 FBBJHA240-192

24’ Wide x 12’ Projection Four $9,500 FBBJHA288-144

24’ Wide x 16’ Projection Four $11,500 FBBJHA288-192

HAVANA SIZES



ALUMINUM STRUCTURES - SIZES & PRICING
The Serenity and Serenity-Solis are offered in three standard sizes to fit your outdoor lifestyle  
Custom sizing is also available, please contact Brown Jordan Structures for additional information and pricing. 
All dimensions given are the overall size of structure. Shipping is included in the price of all Brown Jordan Structures.

 Size Price Model
12’ wide x 12’ projection x 8’ high $13,950 ALBJSS144-144

16’ wide x 12’ projection x 8’ high $15,250 ALBJSS192-144

16’ wide x 16’ projection x 8’ high $16,550 ALBJSS192-192

Size Price Model
12’ wide x 12’ projection x 8’ high $14,950 ALBJSR144-144

16’ wide x 12’ projection x 8’ high $16,950 ALBJSR192-144

16’ wide x 16’ projection x 8’ high $18,950 ALBJSR192-192

SERENITY

SERENITY SOLIS



FABRIC
Suncloth® fabric adds beauty and style to the Serenity Solis while providing a peaceful oasis away from the sun.

827 - Oyster 676 - High Noon 1058 - Summer Grey 998 - Cool 971 - Sand Dune

FINISHES
Aluminum structures are finished using our multi-step powder coating technique which provides a luxurious finish that will las for decades.

55 - White Lite 89 - Titanium 167 - Night 149 - Versailles 140 - Pompeiian Gold

181 - Java II 113 - Mica 160 - Latte



www.brownjordanstructures.com
info@brownjordanstructures.com

888.908.6982

Brown Jordan is a trademark of Brown Jordan International, Inc. and is used under license to Home & Leisure, Inc.




